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EPEC BIOFUELS HOLDINGS NAMES STEVEN L. VANECHANOS AS
CHAIRMAN
Former American Stock Exchange Governor & Internet entrepreneur to chair EPEC Board of
Directors
November 11, 2009 (Fort Lauderdale, FL)—EPEC Biofuels Holdings, Inc., a biofuels
company focused on ethanol production from sweet sorghum feedstock, announced today the
appointment of Steven Vanechanos to its Board of Directors. Vanechanos will also assume the
position of the Chairman of the Board, replacing former Chairman Philip Herman who will
remain on the Board of Directors and continue as President and CTO of the Company.
“I'm thrilled by the opportunity to help guide EPEC. In many ways, the emerging 'green
economy' reminds me of the early days of the Internet revolution — near unlimited opportunity
and potential for value creation, paired with the challenge of inventing new business models and
model enabling technology,” said Steven Vanechanos, EPEC Biofuels Holdings’ Chairman of
the Board.
Vanechanos brings a strong set of skills and experience to the position, combining
entrepreneurship, corporate governance and knowledge of the inner workings of Wall Street.
Vanechanos served on the Board of Governors of the American Stock Exchange from 2005
through its sale to the NYSE (NYX) in 2008, serving as Chairman of its Technology Committee
and on both its Audit Committee and Finance & Budget Committees. Prior to the AMEX,
Vanechanos was founder, CEO and Chairman of DynamicWeb Enterprises, Inc. (DWEB) an
Internet e-Commerce company.
“We believe that Steven Vanachanos brings exactly what this Company needs at this time, as we
begin to implement our business strategies and set the foundation to grow to a multi-billion
dollar enterprise,” said EPEC Biofuels President, Philip Herman. “He will provide a healthy
perspective to corporate governance as well as to mentor our executives.”
“EPEC's innovative business model for biofuels production from sweet sorghum, addresses both
the economic and environmental challenges that face large scale ethanol production today,” said
Vanechanos. “While fermenting sugar into alcohol predates the Old Testament, EPEC’s business
model depends on proprietary equipment specifically optimized for distributed, environmentally
friendly, commercial scale fermentation and distillation of sweet sorghum into ethanol. We’re
now focused on delivering EPEC’s model enabling technology to the market.”
###

About EPEC Biofuels Holdings, LLC (EPEC)
Leading the revolution to ethanol production from sweet sorghum. Our vision is that within the
next decade, production of ethanol and other bio-fuels will help to create complete energy
independence for the United States and other countries around the world. Accordingly, EPEC is
seeking to become one of the world’s largest producers of ethanol by operating a network of our
own proprietary farm-based ethanol production facilities. In addition, EPEC is poised to become
a world leader in manufacturing and servicing modular ethanol production equipment for
distribution around the world. EPEC’s focus on “sweet sorghum”, rather than corn, combined
with EPEC’s intellectual property and unique business model for farm-integrated ethanol
production provides many inherent benefits and strategic advantages, allowing EPEC to be the
lowest cost producer in the industry.
Except for historical information contained herein, the matters discussed in this press release contain
forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended,
and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended that involve substantial risks and
uncertainties. When used in this press release and in any documents incorporated by reference herein, the
words "expects," "will" and similar expressions identify certain of such forward-looking statements.
Actual results, performance, or achievements could differ materially from those contemplated, expressed,
or implied by the forward-looking statements contained herein. These forward-looking statements are
based largely on the expectations of management and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties
that are subject to change based on factors which are, in many instances, beyond the Company's control.
These include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties associated with: the impact of economic,
competitive, and other factors affecting the Company and its operations; and other risk factors. The
Company cautions that the foregoing factors are not exclusive. The Company assumes no obligation to
update the information contained in this press release.

